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After the government of Puerto Rico transferred the island’s electrical distribution service to a company called LUMA, the existing energy crisis in Puerto Rico worsened. Analyzing the LUMA contract, and the displacement of electrical workers, this episode delves into how Puerto Ricans are looking for alternative sources of energy, while the solar energy industry becomes a major player.
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Discussion Questions

- What alternatives has the government of Puerto Rico developed to address Puerto Rico’s energy crisis?
- Which are the two main reasons that classify LUMA’s contract “leonino” according to Rolando Emanuelli’s legal argument?
- What happened to the UTIER workers after LUMA began operations to distribute energy?
- According to the collective “Mujeres Contra LUMA,” how does the privatization of the energy system affect women?
- What is the critique and concern that Puerto Rican environmentalists have about the development of solar farms?
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